It was time for a better transfer membrane

So we developed an entirely new material that is more versatile and less fragile than conventional hybridization membranes.

GeneScreen™ demonstrates excellent binding of DNA, RNA, and proteins, with high affinity for RNA and small DNA fragments. It is compatible with either capillary or electrophoretic transfer techniques. Electroblotting with GeneScreen requires no chemical activation and only a low salt buffer.

That much is for your research. The rest is for you. GeneScreen™ is much easier to handle. In normal use it won’t crack, shrink, or distort. Its flexibility makes DNA and RNA rehybridization possible without risk of tearing. To prevent contamination, the membranes are sandwiched between protective sheets in a heat sealed plastic bag. You can keep the package handy on the shelf, because there’s no need for refrigeration.

A comprehensive manual accompanies each order: it includes complete instructions for performing Southern, Northern, Western, and electrophoretic transfers. Send for complete information. We’ll include a sample of GeneScreen material you can crumple yourself.
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HPLC can mean a lot to the biochemist

The speed, resolution and capacity of HPLC aren't just for the analytical chemist. LKB can now provide all of these—and more besides—for the biochemist.

Baseline resolution of an 8 component mixture separated on an LKB Ultrapac TSK gel filtration column. Separation time: <4 hrs.

Purification of ovalbumin comparing LKB high performance ion exchange (—) with conventional packing material (—). Separation time: <25 min.

High performance gel filtration of a 5 component protein mixture on an LKB Ultrapac TSK column. Separation time: <3 min.

High performance separation of 5 component protein mixture on a preparative Ultrapac TSK gel filtration column. Total loading 125 mg.

Plus...
Precise flow control — ensures optimal resolution
Choice of separation methods — gel filtration, ion exchange and reversed phase chromatography
Advanced preparative capabilities — collect peaks, not fractions
High sensitivity — for all biomolecules

Interested in finding out more about what LKB can do for you? Need more applications information? Contact your local LKB representative.

LKB Instruments, Inc.
9319 Gaither Road
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
(301) 963-3200
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Thirty years ago, engineers and scientists found a workhorse computer to meet their needs: the IBM 701.

Today, the descendants of the 701 are the most effective IBM systems ever: they help you get answers quickly, cost-effectively, and so easily that you’ll almost forget you’re using a computer.

For example, IBM’s Virtual Machine/Conversational Monitor System (VM/CMS) lets you set up and enter a job and monitor its progress. And intervene, if necessary, to change a parameter to drive the whole process toward better results, faster.

Under VM/CMS, even the IBM 4341 super-mini can support as many as 200 interactive users at a time.

**VM/CMS Easily Learned**

One user of VM/CMS on a 4341 is the University of Pennsylvania, where Roy Marshall directs the Physics Department Computer Facility. “Users learn it very easily,” Marshall says. “They do simple things the first day. They flow with the problem-solving: A physicist does physics, not computer science.”

“The editor is the most powerful I have ever used,” says Dr. Richard Steinberg, who is pursuing a proton decay experiment. “I can get any file-data, programs, text— with two keystrokes. With the prompting system, I can enter a big job and know it will run. I won’t find out the next morning that there was a job-entry error.”

**A Super-Mini with Punch**

The IBM line of upwardly compatible computers extends from the small 4331 to a giant system. The 4341 is a true super-mini in size and cost, yet it has every feature that makes its larger counterparts ideally suited as engineering and scientific systems: for example, the 64-bit data paths and the rich set of 51 floating-point instructions.

**The Top of the Line**

IBM’s largest computer is the 3081. With its processing speed, memory size, and the speed and number of its I/O channels, the 3081 is designed to handle the massive problems presented by such disciplines as elementary particle physics.

At the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) near Palo Alto, a 3081 reduces a flood of recorded sensor data.

“CPU power is critical to us, in terms of saving the scientist’s time,” says Charles Dickens, director of computing services at SLAC. “Under VM, he can look at intermediate results and—if necessary—change the physical experiment or the calculation.

“And the ability to move sensor data rapidly from our instrument tapes is vital. We need
the fast channels and high-performance peripheral devices of the IBM system."

This One Grows on You

The IBM 3033, upgradable over a 4:1 range of computing power, covers the span from the super-mini to IBM's biggest.

At Western Geophysical Company, nine 3033 systems with attached IBM array processors are absorbing a torrent of data from geophysical exploration all over the world. From a jumble of seismic echoes, they derive the hidden contours of underground rock layers.

At Western's headquarters in Houston, senior vice president Carl H. Savit explains: "To improve the signal-to-noise ratio and arrange the data for the required series of calculations, we perform massive data sorts. The rapid channel rates of the 3033 are essential to us.

“Our product is data,” Savit adds. “The computer is our production machinery. We depend critically on continuous operation and quick response. We need close support from our computer vendor, and we get it from IBM.”

The Mini You Get Attached To

IBM's minicomputer for sensor-based processing is the Series/1: versatile, powerful, compact— and low in cost. Designed specifically for such applications as instrument control and online recording, it offers simple attachability for a wide variety of devices and excellent software for real-time control.

A Personal Computer with Color

A new addition to the IBM line is the Personal Computer: a desk-top machine with a remarkable full-color display system and superior graphics. It can communicate with many IBM host systems, to access a data base or program library, or to submit a job remotely, as easily as it solves problems as a free-standing computer.

The Support You Expect

IBM offers the engineering and scientific user extensive support: consultants, educational programs, and access to professionals.

Tap into this 30 years' accumulation of experience. Choose an IBM system that meets your needs today and lets you grow tomorrow. A system accompanied by the service and support you expect from the leader.

For more information, contact Dr. Jack W. Hugus, IBM, Engineering and Scientific Marketing, 1133 Westchester Avenue, White Plains, N.Y. 10604.
World's First 200 kV Computer-Controlled Transmission Electron Microscope H-800

Never before such power, such control, and such easy operation. The Hitachi H-800 TEM is a revolutionary step forward in the field of analytical electron microscopy, offering:

**Ultrahigh Resolving Power**
A unique objective lens provides crystal lattice resolution of 1.02 Å, the world’s highest resolving power attainable with any commercial electron microscope. Magnification of 100 ~ 1,000,000X.

**Full Computer Control**
TEM recording couldn’t be easier: a built-in computer allows automatic high voltage operation, as well as optimum lens settings and beam conditions in any mode, at the touch of a button. Zooming in is handled with neither image rotation nor inversion, for instantaneous photography with extremely high clarity and low distortion.

**Superior Electron Gun**
Hitachi's patented six-stage acceleration system can operate at a maximum voltage of 200 kV and incorporates LaB₆ emitters for improved gun brightness.

**Unsurpassed Reliability**
A battery of strict tests are applied to each H-800 produced, including impact tests, electric current overloads, and trial under tropical ambient conditions. Also, the mechanical systems have been life-tested in prolonged and demanding use.
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Clearly, the Hitachi H-800 TEM is a world's first in many ways than one. It's an outstanding example of the capabilities achieved in a full range of scientific instruments by Hitachi - A World Leader in Technology.

**Variety of Analysis Modes**
Besides TEM, STEM and SEM analyses, the H-800's normal geometry permits both EDX and EELS spectroscopy without any change in specimen position at all.

**HITACHI**

**SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS**
**NISSEI SANGYO AMERICA, LTD.**
460 East Middlefield Road, Mountain View, CA 94043 U.S.A. Tel: (415) 969-1100
NISSEI SANGYO GmbH (Deutschland) West Germany: 0211-450982
NISSEI SANGYO CO., LTD. England: 0734-664159 NISSEI SANGYO CO., LTD. Japan: (03) 504-7111